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Overview:
The Way to Go! 2020-2021 program year picked up in late-summer of 2020. The pandemic had abruptly stopped the previous year’s 
program and the future was still uncertain. We went into planning with the notion that engagement with schools would likely be difficult 
and we would need to be innovative in order to make an impact and support Vermonters. In the initial planning phases, we decided to 
keep the full school-year program intact, but also include a new event type to the challenge - one where any Vermonter could 
participate, not just schools.

The school challenge would remain in place, where schools could score points throughout the year, but in a scaled-back, more easily 
accessible version. The goal would be to make it straightforward to run activities and score points. We would still run events and engage 
with the schools, but point-scoring was simplified, and activity lists were reworked to be easier to use during the pandemic and when 
students were potentially remote.

For the “All-Vermonters” challenge, we planned a two-week spring event. The idea would be to have lots of planning time, use some of 
the budget we would have used for the school challenge for media and advertising, and make the event a short, but highly-visible. In 
addition to the two-week spring challenge, we planned a series of events throughout the year to increase engagement:
• Vermont Bike to Work Week - September 21-27 - A one-week challenge to promote bike trips. We used the Go! Vermont app 

to track trips for the challenge. This event was run as a mini-experiment to test opening an event to all Vermonters.
• Fall School Challenge - October 5-16 - A two-week challenge for just schools, to encourage them to sign-up and start 

participating.
• Walk/Bike to Vote - Late October-Early November - A fun event to encourage adults to walk/bike to their polling location on 

election day or walk/bike their mail-in ballot to city hall.
• Winter Walk/Bike to School Challenge - February 1-12 - A two-week challenge for schools.

In January, Way to Go! was able to obtain 10,000 white cloth masks. We used the opportunity to engage with schools by offering the 
masks for free and suggestions for a fun mask-decorating activity to promote green transportation. The Mask-Up Art Project 
successfully delivered all 10,000 masks in boxed kits of 500 and received some inspiring stories from schools who ran the art activity.

In the spring, the focus was on the State-wide challenge. The team worked on planning, connecting with partners and sponsors, and 
outreach and engagement. A webpage was built on the Go! Vermont website to serve as a landing page for communication efforts, and 
to explain how the challenge worked.

The tagline “Get Up and Go!” encapsulated the goal of the challenge - promote sustainable transportation options, including public 
transit and people-powered modes, to encourage healthy physical activity, and work towards a greener Vermont. Print and Digital ads 
were purchased through Seven Days, Governor Scott issued a proclamation celebrating the challenge, and social media was used to 
increase awareness among other efforts.

Focus was on both the challenge week, May 1-16, and the weeks in April leading up. The goal was to get as many people signed up on 
the Go! Vermont app as possible to get everyone ready to participate as soon as the challenge started. Overall, the event was a success, 
with 2,575 sustainable trips taking place.

The year concluded with wrapping up the year-long school challenge and recognizing schools that participated and stood out. With an 
eye on the future, custom wooden participation trophies were given to schools with a 2020 sticker, and room to add more year stickers 
as the program continues.
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Overview:
Since the onset of COVID-19 quarantine and safety measures in mid-March 2020, Way To Go!’s school strategy was 
significantly impaired by first, the school closures, and then by the equally challenging hybrid and heavily restricted and 
controlled student interaction protocols at schools.  The team was uncertain if any schools would participate in the 
program.   Our initial survey of schools was promising, with 37 schools reporting an average of “3” to a question about 
their ability to engage with Way to Go! on a scale of 1-5, with 1 being “none” and 5 being “highly engaged.”  But with only 
11 schools reporting a 4 or a 5 on the scale, our assessment was that we were likely realistically only going to get those 11
schools engaged in the program.  

Thanks to multiple innovations to the program, including making the program more flexible, easier for busy & overwhelmed 
teachers to understand, and working intensively with the schools to support them with their activities and reporting, we 
were able to more than triple those expected numbers.  A description of some of the innovations we provided this year 
follow.

Due to teachers being overwhelmed due to COVID, and a desire to do what we could to maintain momentum and 
engagement despite the many serious challenges facing schools these past two years, we worked to expand the eligible 
activities for participating in Way To Go! to activities that encourage children and their families to go outside and be 
active, including multiple remote outdoor activities. 

One of the barriers to active transportation is the dramatic reduction in outdoors time among Americans.  Because people 
are so habituated to moving from one indoors space to another--(home, vehicle, work/school, vehicle, store, home), the 
transition from using a motor vehicle as transportation to walking or rolling as transportation is too stark to easily develop 
habits.  Helping schools find creative ways to get their community outside is an important aspect of developing the habits 
of active outdoor exploration.   In that vein, we developed several seasonal activity sheets for schools, including a Winter 
and Spring list of event and activity ideas. The winter list included activities like: Chilly Cheerleaders (snowpeople with 
inspiring messages) and shoveling bus stops, sidewalks and driveways to help neighbors and improve mobility. Spring 
activities included a biking scavenger hunt and school spirit challenges

To encourage transportation Way to Go held seasonal events, including the Fall School Challenge, the Winter Walk & Bike 
School Challenge, and the Spring Way to Go! Challenge to coincide with the Statewide Transportation Challenge. One of the 
innovative activities Way to Go! Engaged with schools with was the Mask-Up Art Project. Schools were able to request 
cases of 500 white cloth masks. In the box with the masks were fabric pens and instructions for an art decorating activity. 
Schools received points and recognition for participating in the art project.

We also leveraged a grant that Local Motion received for providing schools with bike racks to further improve engagement 
and receive school travel mode information.  This grant proved to be a valuable resource for motivating schools to 
participate in the Way to Go! Challenge in the spring.

Overall, despite a year of challenges, the Way to Go! School Challenge was able to engage students and schools to promote 
sustainable transportation and healthy choices.
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Overview:
Due to COVID’s challenges, and schools being occupied with dramatic changes in their day to day lives, we wanted to 
make accruing points as simple as possible.  Instead of previous years’ tiered points system, with some more complicated 
activities having more points than others, we gave each activity a flat point value of 20 points. This made it simpler and 
easier for schools to participate and hold behavior-changing activities.

Based on feedback from previous years, incentives were more engaging this year.  Our fall and winter challenges had 
prizes including Darn Tough socks and passes to ski resorts.  Our spring challenge included a school-wide ice cream party, 
or $500 in outdoors equipment (scooters, bikes, etc.), 6 QOR 360 chairs, Keurig coffee maker, and more Darn Tough 
Socks.  

To make this year special, participation trophies were given to all schools who submitted activities for points. This 
acknowledged and honored engagement at any level in the challenge. These beautiful trophies are customizable for future 
years, with the feature to add more ”year” stickers, so schools can have an ongoing record of their participation in Way to 
Go! 

We also awarded the Carbon Cutter trophies to the four highest scoring schools: Twinfield Union, Lyndon Institute, 
Westminster Central School, and Shelburne Community School

Prizes for this year’s full-year challenge:
• Keurig K-Select coffee maker
• QOR360 Chairs
• Darn Tough socks
• Reflective vests
• Temporary tattoos
• Sticker sheets

Prizes for the seasonal challenges:
• Bicycle
• Ski lift tickets
• Darn Tough socks
• School-wide ice cream party

End of Year Awards:
• Custom wooden 2021 Participation Trophies – Given to all schools

with 20+ points
• Carbon Cutting Champion license plate trophies for top 4 schools
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Overview:
This year, we have 97 schools signed up, with 32 schools actively participating.  Over the course of the 2020-2021 school 
year, these schools ran 186 events with 20,967 instances of student engagement and 1988 instances of faculty 
engagement.  

This is significantly more participation than the Way to Go! Team expected from schools during this school year.
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Overview:
Over the course of the 2020-2021 school year, 17 distinct emails were sent out to Vermont schools to a list of over 300 
contacts.  Additionally, hundreds of individualized emails were sent to champions to support their work, remind them to 
log their activities, and providing support with their events, and helping to log their activities.  

We sent out a survey at the beginning of the year, as well, to schools to determine the challenges and opportunities for 
Way to Go! in this changed school climate.  We utilized the data from schools to help us plan our outreach and prizes for 
the upcoming year.

The winter walk to school challenge was supported by a kit of prizes and incentives for schools who agreed to participate 
in a winter event.  These kits were mailed out in early winter.

An innovative mask-decorating activity was incredibly popular with schools, and we had some incredible submissions from 
schools.

Place Creative developed several new images to support the Fall and Spring challenges, which helped brand the events and 
advertise the prizes and incentives for schools.  They were powerful recruitment and engagement tools.

This year, we were able to hire two Regional Coordinators, who were invaluable in engaging the schools in their area, and 
their support and engagement with their region’s schools reaped significant benefits to the Way to Go! Program.  From 
new sign-ups to significant increases in reporting, the Regional Coordinators made an enormous impact on the reach of 
the Way to Go! Program.
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Poultney Elementary school ran a well-attended, inclusive Winter Walk to School Day.

CP Smith’s perennially crowded bike racks are a testament to 
the power of a long-running walk/bike encouragement 
program.  CP Smith has meaningfully participated in walk/bike 
programming for over a decade.

Salisbury Community School stepped up with a 
“kindness snowpeople village” at their school--it 
ended up in the school’s newsletter.
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North Hero, Rockingham Central School and Westminster Central School enjoying Bike Smart in all the 
weather Vermont can throw at us.

After a sharp drop-off in biking and walking in the fall, St. Albans Community school began to see a 
resurgence in walking and biking to school in spring of 2021.
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Fletcher Elementary School did an incredible job with the art mask project, tying the mask decoration to 
sustainable transportation and responsible stewardship of our natural resources:

Twinfield invested in a bicycle shed (using racks 
they had won in a previous Way to Go! year), so 
their students have more access to bicycling.
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Overview:
In spite of the pandemic, the Spring Statewide Challenge mobilized interest among Vermonters including 226 new sign-
ups and at least 3,500 green trips recorded in Go! Vermont's Green Rewards program.  This was an extraordinary year, with 
uncertainty, disruption and distraction from business as usual.  With buses running mainly for essential workers, reduced 
capacity and closed services, businesses and even Amtrak, the team was required to pivot and appeal to assisting in 
pandemic response mode.

Still, Way to Go! was able to raise about a 15% cash match ($12,000 in cash, in-kind and media contributions). 

Way to Go! Partners continued to assist in sharing of information throughout the state via CATMA, UVTMA, VT School 
Boards Insurance Trust, VTrans, the Governor's Office, Senator Sanders office, Department of Education, TDM Partners, and 
businesses including: Burlington Electric Department and Green Mountain Power, QOR 360, AllEarth Renewables, VTEN, 
TDM partners, NGO's and Way to Go! team partners, Net Zero Vermont, Local Motion, VEEP, and others.

The new Go! VT Way to Go! landing page and link to Agile Mile helped advance shared goals to promote the Green Rewards 
brand.

We necessarily departed from a strong carpooling and public transportation push for safety and social distancing 
requirements. 

We're grateful to the many partners and sponsors of Way to Go! for their continued assistance in promoting the event 
through their venues, listservs and eNews.

The four action areas and lessons learned moving forward are: 1) seizing opportunities to continue positive messaging that 
we are here and available to provide handy resources for those interested or needing public transportation; 2) we have 
greater opportunity to add content for those interested in sharing with their workplaces, affiliate groups, friends and 
family; 3) advancing improvements to Agile Mile which allows all Vermonters to participate and log their green trips for 
incentive points; 4) leveraging and making available more incentives for Vermonters to continue practicing more efficient 
travel choices.

The consensus is to continue engaging all Vermonters and supporting schools to learn and act on choosing low carbon 
travel choices and to strengthen the infrastructure and social messaging to encourage more Vermonters to walk, bike, 
carpool/vanpool, telework and take the bus more often.  Way to Go! is a well established, low cost, voluntary behavior 
change program that results in at least six-fold dollar benefits in health, economy and environment. 
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Overview
To participate in the Statewide Transportation Challenge, users needed log trips through the Go! Vermont Trip Planner 
browser portal or through the Go! Vermont mobile app. Once two trips were logged, the users were entered into the 
raffle to win prizes.

Trip modes that counted towards the challenge:
• Carpool
• Biking
• Walking
• Public Transit
• Vanpool 
• Scooter

All trips needed to replace a SOV trip. The goal of the Challenge was also to get Vermonters moving to contribute to 
healthy behavior change. Because of these two factors, Telecommute “trips” logged in the platform were not counted 
towards the challenge. Way to Go and Go! Vermont encourages telecommuting and remote work, but for the purposes 
of the challenge, we wanted to encourage people to Get Up and Go!

Prizes
To encourage activity, Way to Go offered a range of prizes for participation in the Challenge. These prizes were both 
donated by sponsors and purchased with Way to Go funds. All the prizes were themed around activity and alternative 
transportation.

Grand Prize – AllEarth Folding 
E-Bike Shopping Trolley Bike & Walk Safety Equipment
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Winners of the Raffle Prizes:
AllEarth E-bike  – Mark Bates, Orange, VT (32 Carpool Trips)
Shopping Trolley  – Kiersten Hallquist, Burlington (9 Carpool Trips, 1 Bike Trip)
Bike Safety Equipment  – Chelsey Stack, Monkton (8 Bus Trips)
Bike Safety Equipment  – Bernice Hance, Burlington (10 Walk Trips)

During Challenge Weeks
May 1st – 16th

Recorded Trips 3,433
Trips that Counted 
Towards Challenge

2,575

New Members 77
Total Active Members 376
Carpool 294
Biking 936
Walking 1111
Public Transit 299
Vanpool 4
Scooter 1

Overview
WTG had good participation in the statewide challenge. The Go! Vermont challenge landing page received 1,587 hits 
which led to 226 new members signing up for the Go! Vermont App. The challenge had 376 participants and the app 
saw a significant uptick in usage during the two weeks.

Much of the success of the challenge happened before and after the challenge weeks. Our public outreach efforts and 
advertising spend started on April 12th and continued two weeks after the challenge with follow-up messaging through 
May 28th. During this period, people were active on the platform, regardless of the challenge happening.

During Media & Outreach Period 
April 12th – May 28st

Recorded Trips 9,010
Trips that Counted 
Towards Challenge

6,181

New Members 226
Total Active Members 564
Carpool 750
Biking 2,117
Walking 2,791
Public Transit 517
Vanpool 4
Scooter 2
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Overview:
The Way to Go! team created a strategy to communicate the importance of our goals, with a campaign called “Get up 
and Go! to Battle Carbon Pollution!” We developed the marketing campaign concept and coordinated creative, 
collateral, and web assets, to promote the challenge for both the school program and the statewide events – (Winter 
and Spring Challenges)

Way to Go! Goals:
We started by updating the program branding, theme, visuals, creative messaging, as needed. The outreach and 
engagement employed the marketing campaign as appropriate. Social media and email advertising was designed to 
boost all Vermonter and school participation. Incentives were displayed on ads and web with sponsor logos adding 
momentum to the campaign. Along with the waytogoVT.org website we built a landing page on Go Vermont’s site with 
fresh content for the statewide challenge.

The paid media campaign ran for 4 weeks adjacent to the May challenge, building awareness for the week-long 
challenge event and the school WTG programs. A media calendar was determined and $5,000 budget was allotted for 
advertising to get program communications out to selected audiences. Seven Days newspaper became our sole media 
sponsor adding another $1,211 value to the media spend. 

Advertising Schedule - Run Dates: April 14 - May 5
Print Ads - Four (4) 1/2 Pages in Seven Days:
Digital Ads - 100K Mobile Footer ads & 100K ROS & Premium (50K ea.) Digital Banners
Two (2) E-newsletter Inline ads & Three (3) E-newsletter Display ads 

Multi-Media Campaign Total: $4999  +  $1211 in donated value

Example of Seven Days Print Ad

Example of Social Media Ad
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Walk to Shop trolley winner, Kiersten Hallquist, 
learning about the program at a pop-up event 
with Walk to Shop coordinators Phil 
Hammerslough and Stu Lindsay. 

Grand Prize winner Mark Bates posing with his 
new AllEarth E-bike. Mark is a daily carpooler 
and was excited to get out biking with his kids. 
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Overview:
• Seize opportunities from continued disruption by the pandemic
• The power of effective marketing & social media
• Reporting Platform - address limitations of Go! Vermont App 
• Advancing Forward

> Enabling and empowering local advocates with a more formal network of advocacy
> Lead time and annual schedule of events

• The need for simplified reporting platform
• Partners - Coordinate and invite new partners and sponsors
• Incentive-based behavior change

1. Seize opportunities from continued disruption by the pandemic (hybrid, equity, curriculum, and 
continued active habits)
Way to Go! was adversely impacted by the COVID pandemic in spring 2019 and continued so, well into spring 2021. 
Both in planned events and the final results, the impacts ranged from total suspension of school and coordinator 
participation to a sharp decline in shared mobility and bus ridership. Team organizers pivoted quickly, adopting 
Governor Scott’s and Health Department Levine’s guidelines, including stay at home orders, stay safe, social distance 
and mask-up when riding public transit. 

Way to Go! maintained positive engagement and messaging throughout the pandemic with schools and Vermonters, 
particularly on the benefits of active mobility and maintaining healthy lifestyles. As more people were vaccinated and 
restrictions lifted, we welcomed the return of the annual two-week spring transportation challenge to all Vermonters.  

With the combination of remote and hybrid learning environments, and with significant faculty, staff and students 
continuing to work from home, it was determined to be unwise to ask teachers and school coordinators to participate 
in anything, other than completely packaged projects and fun activities.  

2. Content & Community Management
The Way to Go! Program would benefit greatly from increased content to share on various communications channels. 
This includes educational materials, graphics that promote behavior change, articles and other engaging content. 

Content creation and origination could come from a new team member that has a background in sustainable travel 
topics and can have the dedicated task of writing for the school and state-wide audiences. In addition, this individual 
could help manage social accounts to foster an online community and increase digital presence. 

ACTION ITEM: 
> Consider adding new team member with specific goal of creating useful and shareable content for schools 

and other audiences.

(continued on next page)
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3. Reporting Platform, address limitations of Go! Vermont App 
In the fall of 2020, planning began for a return to an “All Vermonter” program.  The plan was to feed two birds with 
one seed, by using the Spring Transportation Challenge to encourage all Vermonters to sign up via Go! Vermont App 
and take at least two green trips in the May 1-16 time period.

It made sense to use this existing infrastructure and encourage existing Go! Vermont members and new people to sign 
up for a chance to win an EBike and other prizes. There were some shortcomings of the platform that were noted. 
Below are observations on issues relying on the Go! Vermont App platform to record individual trips:

> You must be 18 to participate, due to the connection of the app to the ridesharing portion of the Trip 
Planner;

> Forming workplace or affiliate group teams required advanced planning and formation within the Agile     
Mile event structure;

> The two-step process of setting up a profile, and then recording trip requires additional lead time and 
additional communication efforts;

ACTION ITEMS:
> Cultivate and encourage sign-ups through workshop/webinar or forums. Invite partners to test and 

comment on the process of recording green trips.  Social media reminders and mini-events to remind 
people to continue and log their green trips.  Research and explore current popular programs as 
complement to/or counting toward Way to Go! points.  Look into ways Go! Vermont App can connect with 
other devices and tracking software (Fitbit, Strava, Google Maps, etc.)

> Improvements to Go! Vermont app to make using and logging trips easier to increase participation
> Seek sponsorships/donations that offer “experiential” incentives that could supplement Go! Vermont App 

incentives with higher value items.
> Formalize partnership with obvious partner organizations, like Vermont School Boards Insurance Trust, 

Path Points Program, Come Alive Outside, and others, to cross promote shared goals.  Advocate for 
displacing the car and encouraging safe and healthy green travel choices. Follow-through with seeking ways
to formalize relationships between Way to Go!, VSBIT/VEHI and Come Alive Outside to maximize co-
branding opportunities. Continue Way to Go!, VEEP and VSBIT partners working together to strengthen 
school staff engagement through coordinated 2021/22 wellness points counting from participation in Way 
to Go! (typically teachers are looking to earn the final points in May of each year) 

> Establish and nurture relationships with news reporters to cover community stories and write about their 
experiences. 

4. Incentivizing behavior change
Incentives and rewards influence behavior change. Practicing for a longer period of time (3-6 months) likely leads to 
successful behavior change. Post-event surveys of event participants indicate that many people continue to practice 
traveling green well beyond the two-week event.  

(continued on next page)
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The following items might be explored to help refine and improve incentives-based programs to help increase the rate 
of sign-ups, participation, and continued practice of efficient travel choices.  

ACTION ITEMS:
> Augment the current Go! Vermont App incentives with more regional discounts and gift card offerings
> Select incentives that reinforce active lifestyles or desired shared travel choices
> Organize experiential top prizes, especially for schools and workplaces
> Individual rebates and discounts for carpooling and EBike rentals
> Pair Way to Go! With a suite of offerings: EBike Lending Library, ebike consults, bus buddies, active travel 

wear, bike tune-ups, carpool maintenance, discounts, coffee
> Brainstorm broad programmatic goals
> While the last few years have garnered attractive and high value prizes, we should continue to nurture 

relationships with existing sponsor, and identify new sponsors. 

Finally, the Way to Go! Transportation Challenge enjoys a well-established brand.  We suggest stepping back to examine where 
Way to Go! is on the organizational lifecycle. Transitioning to adolescence is often difficult, from changing leadership as 
entrepreneurs to professional management.  Does Way to Go! need a permanent home?  Investing more in supporting, developing 
and empowering strong partner relationships, all year long, to be better prepared and ready for the planned events in the fall and 
spring.  Enlist and empower partners to advocate for new and exciting statewide challenges, such as Come Alive Outside. Still 
there are differences in that Way to Go! advocates for more people practicing efficient mobility within our transportation system. 
We're more about voluntarily choosing more efficient travel options, rather than just for health.  We might strive to build trust 
and strong relationships, then we'd be in a better position to more effectively leverage Go! VT's seed funding.


